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Let f(n) denote the number of square permutations in the symmetric group 
.S, . This paper proves a conjecture thatf(2k + 1) = (2k + l)f(2k) and provides 
efficient procedures for the computation of f(n). The behavior of f(n) as n + CO 
is investigated and an asymptotic result obtained which shows that f(n)- 
2Kn” e-+‘, where K = n,” cosh(l/2k). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let X denote a finite set (1, 2,..., n>, and let S, denote the symmetric 
group of degree n, i.e., the group consisting of all the permutations of the 
set X. 
DEFINITION. Let p E S, . If the equation x2 = p has a solution for x 
in S,, , then p is said to be a square permutation. 
DEFINITION. The permutation p E S, is said to have cycle structure of 
type (k, ,..., k,) if, when p is represented as a product of disjoint cycles, 
p contains k, cycles of length 1, k, cycles of length 2,..., k, cycles of length FZ. 
It can be seen that the ki must satisfy the relation 
k,+2k,+~~~+nk,=n; 0 \cki <n. (1) 
LEMMA 1. The permutation p E S, is a square permutation if and only 
ifp has cycle structure of type (k, ,..., k,) satisfying the conditions 
k,, E 0 mod 2; r = 1, 2 ,..., n/2. c3 
The proof of this easy lemma is left to the reader. 
Let f(n) denote the number of distinct square permutations in S, . 
Direct computation yields f(1) = 1, f(2) = 1, f(3) = 3, f(4) = 12, and 
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f(5) = 60. It can then be noted that f(3) = 3f(2) and f(5) = 5f(4). One 
is therefore led to conjecture that 
fW + 1) = (2k + l)f(W, k = 1, 2,... . (3) 
Additional computations, which rapidly become burdensome, will 
continue to confirm (3) and one is naturally led to formulate the following 
problems: 
(a) Is the conjecture in (3) true? 
(b) Find efficient ways to computef(n). 
(c) Determine the asymptotic behavior off(n) for II large. 
2. PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE IN EQ. (3) 
Let 6, denote the density of the square permutations in S, , defined by 
6, = f(n)/n!, 6, = 1. It is then easily established that 
f(2k + 1) = (21i + l)f(W -3 &,+, = 62, ; k = I,... . (4) 
We now seek to construct a generating function for 6,. We begin by 
considering the cycle index for S, . It is known [l, pp. 147-1481 that the 
cycle index is equal to the coefficient of zn in the power series expansion 
of the function 
F*(z; x1 , x2 ,...) = exp[zx, + z2x,/2 + z3x3/3 + a..]. 
This function can be written as an infinite product 
F*(z; xl, x2 ,...) = [ f  (zxJ”‘/k, !] . [ f  (z2x2/2)““/kZ !] a.-, 
k,=O k,=O 
and the coefficient of z* is given by 
c (x21x; -.- x:/k,! . . . kn! 2”q”a . . . &), 
where the summation is over all cycle structure types (k, ,..., k,) satisfying 
(1). To obtain the generating function for the density 6, , we restrict the 
indices k, , k4 ,... to even values in order to satisfy the conditions (2) of 
Lemma 1. Setting x1 = x2 = ... = x, = 1 yields the density for the 
entire set of square permutations and the generating function 
F(z) = exp z cosh(z2/2) exp(z3/3) cosh(z4/4) 0.~. 
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Collecting the exponential factors in the product will yield 
exp 2 exp(z3/3) . . . = exp(z + z3/3 + . *.) 
= exp $[log(l + z) - log(l - z)] 
= [(I + z)/l - z]l/2. 
Substituting this into the expression for F(z) gives 
F(z) = f S,zn = [(l + z)/l - z]lj2 fi cosh(z2k/2k). (5) 
0 1 
The following lemma, which is easily proved, is stated without proof. 
LEMMA 2. Let g(x) be an even function. Then the function (1 + x) g(x) 
has a power series C,” u,xn where u2k+l = u2k , k = 0, I,... . 
THBOREM 1. f(2k + 1) = (2k + l)f(2k), k = 1, 2 ,... . 
ProoJ: F(z) = (1 + z) g(z) where 
g(z) = (1 - 22)-l/2 fi cosh(z2k/2k) 
1 
is an even function. The result follows immediately from Lemma 2. 
3. METHODS FOR THE COMPUTATION OF f(n) 
In order to avoid the repetitions in the sequence {a,), we define the 
function G(z) having the power series x:,” ynz” with the equation 
G(z2) = (1 + z)” F(z). Using Eq. (5) we obtain 
G(z) = (1 - z)-l12 fi cosh(z”/2k) (6) 
1 
and the relations yn = a,, = a,,,,, . 
Equation (6) makes the computation of the y’s and hence the 6’s quite 
practical. The power series for G(z) can be found by multiplying the series 
for the factors on the right, and, since the kth factor of the infinite product 
begins 1 + terms in zk and higher, the computation of each y is finite. 
For odd values of 12, it is possible to compute yla recursively by noting 
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that (1 - z)lj2 G(z) is an even function and using the relation which follows 
from this fact: 
Yn - Gil Yn-1 - K1 * 1)/(2 .4)1Yn-2 - ... 
- [l . 1 . 3 ... . (2n 3)/2 4 - . 6 ... 2n] y0 = 0. (7) 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF f(n) 
Let H(z) = ny cosh(z”/2k) = C b,z” and (1 - z)-l12 = C c,zn. Then 
yn = hoc, + blcn-1 + ..a + bnco 
and 
ynh = bo + b&z-J4 + b2(cn-2/4 + --- + b&oh> 
= f. bi(cn-i/c,) 
where ci = 0 ifj < 0. Then 
fz Yn/Cn = f bi I& C,-i/C, = f bi = H(1) 
LO i=O 
(8) 
provided we can justify the interchange of sum and limit. 
Since c,-,/c, < l/c, < 2(1 + k)1/2 for all n the interchange of sum and 
limit is justified if C b,(l + k)‘i2 converges. 
To prove the convergence of the last series, we introduce the following 
notation: If A(z) = C unzn, then A*(z) = C (1 + FZ)~/~ 1a, 1 zn. With the 
usual rule for multiplying power series, it is easy to verify that [A(z) B(z)]* 
is dominated by A*(z) B*(z). Therefore it follows that H*(z) is dominated 
by nl [cosh(z/2k)]* and hence H*(l) = C (1 + k)1/2 b, converges if 
ny [cosh(z”/2k)],*=, converges. But 
[cosh(zk/2k)],*=, 
= 1 + (2k + l)l/“(1/2k)“(1/2!) + (4k + 1)l12(1/2Q4(1/4!) + *a* 
= 1 + (2k + 1)1/2(1/2k)2{(1/2!) + [(4k + 1)/(2k + 1)]“2(1/2k)2(1/4!) 
+ --* + [(2ik + 1)/(2k + l)]lP(1/2k)““-’ 1/(2i)! + -.}. 
The series in the curly brackets is less than 
(l/2)11 + (l/W + (1/2k)4 + -..I < 1, 
.@za/q/z-2 
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Then 
bWk/2k)lG, < 1 + (2k + 1)1/2(1/2k)2, 
so n,” [cosh(z”/2k)],*,, < co which implies that H*(l) converges. By 
Eq. (8) we then obtain the following result, 
THEOREM 2. 
yn - H(l)(Z-n)-‘12, 
6, - H(1)(42)-l/2, 
f(n) - 2H(l) nne-TL. 
We conclude with an evaluation of the constant H(1). Since 
I-J,” cosh(z/2k) is an entire function and has no zeros for 1 z ] < Z-, we have 
In H(1) = Cl In cosh(l/2k). Now 
cosh(t/2) = fl (1 + t2/+j2), In cosh(t/2) = C In(1 + t2/n2j2). 
jodd iodd 
Setting t = I/k and substituting above we get 
InH(1) = 1 f In(1 + 1/9j2k2) 
jodd k=l 
= (l/.rr2) C f (l/j2k2) - (1/27r*) C f (l,‘j*k*) 
iodd k=l jodd k=l 
m 
+ (l/34) C 2 (l,‘j6k6) - . . . . 
jodd k=l 
These last summations can be expressed in terms of the Riemann zeta- 
function: 
In H(1) = 2 ((-l)“+l/krr”‘“> &2k) A(2k), 
k=l 
(13) 
where &z) = C,“=, k-” and 
h(n) = f (2k + l)-” = (1 - 2-n) L’(n). 
k=O 
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Since 5(2k) + 1 and h(2k) -+ 1 as k -+ GO, it is convenient to rewrite (13) 
in the form 
In H(1) = ln(1 + l/79) + f [(-1)“+l/k.rr2”](C(2k) h(2k) - 1). (14) 
k=l 
Values for ((2k) and h(2k) are tabulated in [2, pp. 81 l-8121, and it is 
easily verified that three terms of the series are sufficient to evaluate H(1) 
accurately to six decimal places. The calculation yields H(1) = 1.221780. 
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